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a b s t r a c t
Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) are composed of cognitive, spectrum-agile devices capable of changing their conﬁgurations on the ﬂy based on the spectral environment. This
capability opens up the possibility of designing ﬂexible and dynamic spectrum access strategies with the purpose of opportunistically reusing portions of the spectrum temporarily
vacated by licensed primary users. On the other hand, the ﬂexibility in the spectrum access
phase comes with an increased complexity in the design of communication protocols at
different layers. This work focuses on the problem of designing effective routing solutions
for multi-hop CRNs, which is a focal issue to fully unleash the potentials of the cognitive
networking paradigm. We provide an extensive overview of the research in the ﬁeld of
routing for CRNs, clearly differentiating two main categories: approaches based on a full
spectrum knowledge, and approaches that consider only local spectrum knowledge
obtained via distributed procedures and protocols. In each category we describe and comment on proposed design methodologies, routing metrics and practical implementation
issues. Finally, possible future research directions are also proposed.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Current wireless networks are regulated by governmental agencies mainly according to a ﬁxed spectrum assignment policy. Licenses are granted the rights for the use of
various, often relatively small, frequency bands on a long
term basis over vast geographical regions. In recent years,
the huge success of wireless applications has caused an
exponential increase in requests to regulatory authorities
for spectrum allocation. In parallel, the use of wireless
technologies operating in unlicensed bands, especially in
the ISM band, has been proliﬁc with a wide range of applications developed in different ﬁelds (e.g, WLANs, mesh
networks, personal area networks, body area networks,
sensor networks, etc.), which caused overcrowding in this
band. On the other hand, the usage of licensed spectrum
is quite uneven and depends heavily on the speciﬁc wire* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: cesana@elet.polimi.it (M. Cesana),
cuomo@uniroma1.it (F. Cuomo), ekici@ece.osu.edu (E. Ekici).
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less technologies, their market penetration, and the commercial success of the operators to which the frequencies
have been assigned. Recent studies by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) highlight that many spectrum
bands allocated through static assignment policies are
used only in bounded geographical areas or over limited
periods of time, and that the average utilization of such
bands varies between 15% and 85% [1].
To address this situation, the notion of dynamic
spectrum access (DSA) has been proposed. With DSA, unlicensed users may use licensed spectrum bands opportunistically in a dynamic and non-interfering manner. From
a technical perspective, this is possible thanks to the recent
advancements in the ﬁeld of software-deﬁned radios
(SDRs). SDRs allow the development of spectrum-agile
devices that can be programmed to operate on a wide
spectrum range and tuned to any frequency band in that
range with limited delay [2,3]. Resulting so-called
Cognitive Radio (CR) transceivers have the capability of
completely changing their transmitter parameters (operating spectrum, modulation, transmission power, and
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communication technology) based on interactions with the
surrounding spectral environment. They can sense a wide
spectrum range, dynamically identify currently unused
spectrum blocks for data communications, and intelligently access the unoccupied spectrum called Spectrum
Opportunities (SOP) [4].
Devices with cognitive capabilities can be networked to
create Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs), which are recently gaining momentum as viable architectural solutions
to address the limited spectrum availability and the inefﬁciency in the spectrum usage [5]. The most general scenario of CRNs distinguishes two types of users sharing a
common spectrum portion with different rules: Primary
(or licensed) Users (PUs) have priority in spectrum utilization within the band they have licensed, and Secondary
Users (SUs) must access the spectrum in a non-intrusive
manner. Primary Users use traditional wireless communication systems with static spectrum allocation. Secondary
Users are equipped with CRs and exploit Spectrum Opportunities (SOPs) to sustain their communication activities
without interfering with PU transmissions.
Most of the research on CRNs to date has focused on
single-hop scenarios, tackling PHYsical (PHY) layer and/or
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer issues, including the
deﬁnition of effective spectrum sensing, spectrum decision
and spectrum sharing techniques [6,7]. Only very recently,
the research community has started realizing the potentials of multi-hop CRNs which can open up new and unexplored service possibilities enabling a wide range of
pervasive communication applications. Indeed, the cognitive paradigm can be applied to different scenarios of multi-hop wireless networks including Cognitive Wireless
Mesh Networks featuring a semi-static network infrastructure [8], and Cognitive radio Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs)
characterized by a completely self-conﬁguring architecture, composed of CR users which communicate with each
other in a peer to peer fashion through ad hoc connections
[9]. To fully unleash the potentials of such networking paradigms, new challenges must be addressed and solved. In
particular, effective routing solutions must be integrated
into the work already carried out on the lower layers
(PHY/MAC), while accounting for the unique properties of
the cognitive environment.
In the remainder of the paper, we focus on the issues related to the design and maintenance of routes in multi-hop
CRNs. The purpose of this work is twofold: First, we aim at
dissecting the most common approaches to routing in
CRNs, clearly highlighting their design rationale, and their
strengths/drawbacks. Then, by leveraging the literature in
the ﬁeld, we comment on possible future research
directions.

2. Routing challenges in multi-hop CRNs
The reference network model reported in Fig. 1 features
secondary devices which share different spectrum bands
(or SOPs) with primary users. Several spectrum bands
(1, . . . , M) may exist with different capacities C1, C2, CM,
and the SUs may have different views of the available spectrum bands due to inherent locality of the spectrum sens-

Fig. 1. Information routing in multi-hop CRNs.

ing process. Typically the PUs are assumed motionless
while the SUs may vary their position before and during
a transmission.
In this scenario, the problem of routing in multi-hop
CRNs targets the creation and the maintenance of wireless
multi-hop paths among SUs by deciding both the relay nodes
and the spectrum to be used on each link of the path.
Such problem exhibits similarities with routing in multi-channel, multi-hop ad hoc networks and mesh networks,
but with the additional challenge of having to deal with the
simultaneous transmissions of the PUs which dynamically
change the SOPs availability.
In a nutshell, the main challenges for routing information throughout multi-hop CRNs include:
 Challenge 1: the spectrum-awareness; designing efﬁcient routing solutions for multi-hop CRNs requires a
tight coupling between the routing module(s) and the
spectrum management functionalities such that the
routing module(s) can be continuously aware of the
surrounding physical environment to take more accurate decisions. Within this ﬁeld, three scenarios may
be possible:
– the information on the spectrum occupancy is provided to the routing engine by external entities
(e.g., SUs may have access to a data base of white
spaces of TV towers [10]);
– the information on spectrum occupancy is to be
gathered locally by each SU through local and distributed sensing mechanisms;
– a mixture of the previous two.
In any case, any routing solution designed for multi-hop
CRNs must be highly coupled to the entire cognitive cycle of
spectrum management [4].
 Challenge 2: the set up of ‘‘quality” routes in dynamic
variable environment; the very same concept of ‘‘route
quality” is to be re-deﬁned under CRN scenario. Indeed,
the actual topology of multi-hop CRNs is highly inﬂuenced by PUs’ behavior, and classical ways of measuring/assessing the quality of end-to-end routes
(nominal bandwidth, throughput, delay, energy efﬁciency and fairness) should be coupled with novel measures on path stability, spectrum availability/PU
presence. As an example, if the PU activity is moderate-to-low, the topology of the secondary users’ network is almost static, and classical routing metrics
adopted for wireless mesh networks could be leveraged.
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On the other hand, if PUs become active very frequently,
routing techniques for disconnected networks could be
favorable [11].
 Challenge 3: the route maintenance/reparation; the
sudden appearance of a PU in a given location may render a given channel unusable in a given area, thus
resulting in unpredictable route failures, which may
require frequent path rerouting either in terms of nodes
or used channels. In this scenario, effective signalling
procedures are required to restore ‘‘broken” paths with
minimal effect on the perceived quality.
In the following sections of this paper, several routing
solutions are commented keeping an eye on the aforementioned three main challenges. In Fig. 2, we broadly
categorize the proposed solutions into two main classes
depending on the assumptions taken on the issue of
spectrum-awareness (Challenge 1):
 full spectrum knowledge;
 local spectrum knowledge.
In the former case, a spectrum occupancy map is available to the network nodes, or to a central control entity,
which could be represented by the centrally-maintained
spectrum data bases recently promoted by the FCC to indicate over time and space the channel availabilities [10] in
the spectrum below 900 MHz and around 3 GHz. The considered architectural model is a static cognitive multi-hop
network where the spectrum availability between any given node pair is known.
The routing approaches building on this assumption
leverage theoretical tools to design efﬁcient routes, differentiating on the basis of which kind of theoretical tool is
used to steer the route design. A ﬁrst class encompasses
all solutions based on a graph abstraction of the cognitive
radio network. The second sub-class instead employs
mathematical programming tools to model and design
ﬂows along the cognitive multi-hop network. Although
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these approaches are often based on a centralized computation of the routing paths, their relevance is in the fact
that they provide upper bounds and benchmarks for the
routing performance.
On the other hand, routing schemes based on local
spectrum knowledge include all those solutions where
information on spectrum availability is locally ‘‘constructed” at each SU through distributed protocols. Thus,
the routing module is tightly coupled to the spectrum
management functionalities. Indeed, besides the computation of the routing paths, the routing module should be
able to acquire network state information, such as currently available frequencies for communication and other
locally available data, and exchange them with the other
network nodes. While the network state in traditional ad
hoc networks is primarily a function of node mobility
and trafﬁc carried in the network, network state in multihop CRNs is also inﬂuenced by primary user activity.
How this activity is and which are the suitable models to
represent it are key components for the routing design.
A further classiﬁcation of the proposals in the local
spectrum knowledged family can be based on the speciﬁc
measure of the route ‘‘quality” used to set up ‘‘quality
routes” (Challenge 2). Four classes can be broadly
recognized: form left to right in Fig. 2, we have routing
solutions aiming at controlling the interference the multi-hop CRNs create, delay-based and throughput-based
routing schemes where the routing module targets the
minimization of the end-to-end delay and the maximization of the achievable throughput, respectively; and ﬁnally,
those solutions where the quality of the paths is strictly
coupled to its availability over time and to its stability
(Challenge 3).
In summary, as we move from left to right in the local
spectrum knowledge sub-classes, the routing solutions feature increasing spectrum awareness of the dynamic scenario created by the intermittent PUs which can affects
seriously the service offered by the multi-hop CRNs. In
these cases, the channel properties such as the holding

Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation of cognitive routing schemes.
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time, the available capacity and more generally the statistics of channel conditions, are considered in the proposed
routing solution.
One last family of protocols operating with local spectrum knowledged leverages probabilistic routing approaches where SUs opportunistically transmit over any
available spectrum band during the short period of the latter existence. Such approaches are feasible and useful in
those cases where the surrounding PUs have short idle
periods and, as a consequence, the availability of the corresponding SOPs is limited in time [11].
3. Routing schemes based on full spectrum knowledge
As already mentioned in the previous section, the FCC
has recently promoted the opportunistic use of white
spaces in the spectrum below 900 MHz and in the 3 GHz
bandwidth through the use of centrally-maintained spectrum data bases indicating over time and space the channel availabilities [10]. Before sending or receiving data,
cognitive opportunistic devices will be required to access
these databases to determine available channels.
Under this scenario, the central availability of upto-date information on spectrum occupancy completely
decouples the spectrum assessment modules (sensing,
sharing) form the routing decisions/policies which can be
locally optimized. This section comments on those routing
approaches which start off from the assumption of full
knowledge on the spectrum occupancy, further proposing
analytical tools to optimize/steer the routing decisions.
3.1. Graph-based routing approaches
Route design in classical wired/wireless networks has
been tackled widely resorting to graph-theoretic tools.
Graph theory provides extremely effective methodologies
to model the multi-hop behavior of telecommunication
networks, as well as powerful and ﬂexible algorithms to
compute multi-hop routes. The general approach to
designing routes in wireless multi-hop networks consists
of two phases: graph abstraction and route calculation.
Graph abstraction phase refers to the generation of a logical
graph representing the physical network topology. The
outcome of this phase is the graph structure G = (N, V,
f(V)), where N is the number of nodes, V is the number of
edges, and f(V) the function which allows to assign a
weight to each edge of the graph1. Route calculation generally deals with deﬁning/designing a path in the graph connecting source–destination pairs. Classical approaches to
route calculation widely used in wired/wireless network
scenarios often resort to mathematical programming tools
to model and design ﬂows along multi-hop networks.
3.1.1. Routing through layered-graphs
The very same two-phase approach to route design has
been leveraged also for multi-hop CRNs. The authors of
[12,13] propose a comprehensive framework to address
1
Weights are assigned to reﬂect the speciﬁc quality metrics to be
assigned to a wireless link.

channel assignment and routing jointly in semi-static multi-hop CRNs. In these works, the PU dynamics are assumed
to be low enough such that the channel assignment and
the routing among SUs can be statically designed. The
authors further focus on the case where cognitive devices
are equipped with a single half-duplex cognitive radio
transceiver, which can be tuned to M available spectrum
bands or channels. The proposed framework is based on
the creation of a layered graph which features a number
of layers equal to the number of available channels. Each
secondary user device is represented in the layered graph
with a node, A, and M additional subnodes, A1, A2, . . . , AM,
one for each available channel.
The edges of the layered graph can be of three types: access, horizontal, and vertical. Access edges connect each
node with all the corresponding subnodes. Horizontal
edges between pairs of subnodes belonging to the same
logical layer are added to the graph if the two corresponding secondary devices can be tuned to the corresponding
channel. Vertical edges connect subnodes of different layers of a single secondary device, and represent the capability for a secondary device to switch from one channel to
another to forward incoming trafﬁc. As an example,
Fig. 3a reports a simple fournode network topology where
all four devices in the network can be tuned to channels
ch1 and ch2. The corresponding layered graph architecture
is shown in Fig. 3b. The edges laying on the two horizontal
planes representing the two available channels (ch1, ch2)
are horizontal edges, dashed vertical edges are vertical
edges, and small dashed ones represent access edges.
As for the edge weights (the function f(V)), the weight of
horizontal edges should endorse the speciﬁc quality of the
wireless link, like bandwidth, link availability, link load,
etc., whereas the vertical edges could be weighted
accounting for different quality parameters including: the
cost for switching between channels, or the improvement
in the signal to noise ratio when obtained by switching
between the two given channels.
The proposed layered graph is a rather general framework which can be combined with different routing metrics. Further modiﬁcations to the layered graph can be
introduced to account for speciﬁc requirements, such as
the need to route outgoing trafﬁc over different channels
than the incoming one, or to account for costs associated
with speciﬁc nodes.
Once the graph is created and the metrics are assigned
to each edge, the joint channel assignment/routing problem in the original network topology can be solved by ﬁnding multi-hop paths between source–destination couples
in the corresponding layered graph. In [13], the authors focus on the case where the metrics for the horizontal links
are proportional to trafﬁc load and interference. Here, a
centralized heuristic algorithm is proposed based on the
calculation of shortest paths in the layered graph. The proposed path-centric route calculation algorithm works iteratively by routing one source–destination ﬂow at a time.
Once a ﬂow is routed, a new layered graph is calculated
from the previous one by eliminating all unused incoming
horizontal/vertical edges and re-calculating the weights
assigned to the remaining edges to account for the routed
trafﬁc load.
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(a) Network Topology.
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(b) Layered Graph.

Fig. 3. Layered-graph creation.

The proposed layered graph framework is indeed useful
to jointly model channel assignment and routing in semistatic multi-hop CRNs, where the topology variability
dynamics is low. On the down side, the proposed path-centric routing approach is fundamentally centralized requiring network-wide signalling support to generate the
layered-graph. Moreover, the proposed iterative algorithm
is suboptimal being based on a greedy approach. Finally,
resorting to iterative path computation over graph abstractions may not scale well as the network dimensions
increase.

3.1.2. Routing through colored-graphs
A similar approach based on graph structures is proposed in [14], where a colored graph is used to represent
the network topology. The colored graph Gc = (Nc, Vc),
where Nc is the vertex set (one vertex for each network device), and Vc is the edge set. Two vertices in the colored
graph may be connected by a number of edges up to M,
where M is the number of channels (colors) available for
transmission on the speciﬁc link. Referring back to
Fig. 3a, Fig. 4 corresponds to the colored graph abstracting
the physical network topology. The route calculation algorithm follows the same rationale as the one proposed in
[13], leveraging a centralized iterative approach. The shortest path is calculated for one source–destination pair on
the colored graph resorting to metrics capturing the inter-link interference (the number of adjacent edges on

the path using the same color). Once a ﬂow has been routed, the colored graph is updated by re-setting the edge
weights, then iterating for all the remaining trafﬁc ﬂows.
This approach obviously shares the very same drawbacks
as the previously commented one. Namely, the proposed
solution approach is centralized and heuristic, meaning
that it may lead to suboptimal routing instances.
3.1.3. Routing and spectrum selection through conﬂict-graphs
Route and spectrum selection in networks with single
transceiver half duplex cognitive radios are addressed also
in [15]. Different from the aforementioned pieces of work,
the proposed solution decouples routing and channel
(spectrum) assignment. In [15], given the network topology, all available routes between source–destination pairs
are enumerated, and for each route all available channel
assignment patterns are considered. The ‘‘best” combination of routing/channel assignment is derived by running
a centralized algorithm on a ‘‘conﬂict graph”. Each wireless
link in the network maps to a vertex in the conﬂict graph.
An edge is deﬁned between two vertices if the corresponding wireless links cannot be active at the same time. The
conﬂict graph is used to derive a conﬂict-free channel
assignment by resorting to a heuristic algorithm to calculate the maximum independent set (or maximum clique).
As in the two previous cases, the proposed approach is centralized and assumes full knowledge of the network topology (available spectrum bands, neighboring nodes, etc.).
Moreover, the problem of deﬁning the most efﬁcient conﬂict-free scheduling can be reduced to a problem of calculating the maximum independent set on a properly deﬁned
‘‘conﬂict graph”, which is known to be NP-Hard.
3.2. Optimization approaches to routing design

Fig. 4. Colored-graph creation.

As network topology and spectrum occupation are
known a priori, optimization models and algorithms can
be used to optimally design routes in multi-hop CRNs.
In [16,17], Hou et al. focus on the problem of designing
efﬁcient spectrum sharing techniques for multi-hop CRNs.
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To this extent, they introduce a Mixed Integer Non-Linear
Programming (MINLP) formulation whose objective is to
maximize the spectrum reuse factor throughout the network, or equivalently, to minimize the overall bandwidth
usage throughout the network. The proposed formulation
captures all major aspects of multi-hop wireless networking, i.e., link capacity, interference, and routing.

1. set up and solve the relaxed LP version of the original
problem as done to obtain the lower bound;
2. sort the assignment variables in descending order;
3. set to 1 (ﬁx) the largest variable in the list, and set to 0
the remaining variables referring to the same user;
4. solve the new LP formulation of the problem with the
variables ﬁxed at step 3.

 Link capacity: the formulation forces the total trafﬁc
ﬂow not to exceed the capacity of the wireless link it
is traveling through. Shannon’s law is used to deﬁne
the link capacity given the nominal bandwidth and
the signal to interference ratio. Namely, the capacity
of link (i, j) operating on the sub-band m is given by:

The four steps above are iterated until all the assignment variables are ﬁxed. The authors further propose a
technique to speed-up the iterative heuristic, by ﬁxing at
each step group of variables.
To summarize, the strengths of works in [16,17] are that
the proposed framework is effective in capturing many aspects of networking over multi-hop networks and that the
proposed solutions approaches are proved to provide
nearly optimal solutions to the joint scheduling/routing
problem for multi-hop CRNs. On the down side the proposed scheduling/routing algorithm has to run at a central
entity which has perfect knowledge of the network topology (presence, position and trafﬁc pattern of the primary
users, presence and position of the secondary users). Moreover, trafﬁc splitting is allowed throughout the secondary
network. As expressed above, the assumption of having
split trafﬁc between secondary users may be unfeasible
in practical secondary networks. Finally, the interference
is modeled through the concept of interference range,
which automatically excludes effects related to interference accumulation from multiple transmitters far away
and the deﬁnition of link capacity is based on the assumption that the surrounding interference is Gaussian.
Mathematical programming is leveraged also in [18],
where a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation is derived for the problem of achieving throughput
optimal routing and scheduling for secondary transmissions. The objective function aims at maximizing the
achievable rate of source–destination pairs, under the very
same interference, capacity and routing constraints as deﬁned above. The authors directly use the formulation to
design route/channel assignment patterns for small-tomedium size network scenarios by resorting to commercial
solvers.



g ij Q
m
;
cm
¼
W
log
1
þ
2
ij

g

being Wm the bandwidth of sub-band m, gij the propagation gain of link (i, j), Q the power spectral density in transmission, and g the Gaussian ambient noise density.
 Interference is captured leveraging the concept of interference range, RT, deﬁned as

RT ¼ ðQ =Q T Þ1=g ;
where QT is the threshold power spectral density guaranteeing correct reception. Two secondary devices falling
within the interference range of one another do interfere,
and cannot use the same sub-band for transmission.
 Routing: ﬂow balance constraints at each node are used
to capture trafﬁc routing in the MINLP formulation; for
each source–destination trafﬁc ﬂow, for every node in
the network other than source and destination, the ﬂow
balance constraint forces the incoming ﬂow to a node to
be equal to the outgoing ﬂow; source and destination
are respectively ﬂow creation and ﬂow sink points.
As a byproduct, the MINLP formulation ensures the
existence of a multi-hop path between any source–destination pair. The use of ﬂow balance constraints to design
routes implicitly allows the creation of split routing paths
for each source–destination ﬂow; that is, the trafﬁc ﬂow
of a source–destination pair may be routed along multiple
multi-hop paths. This has the obvious advantage of robustness, but, on the other hand, it is much harder to be implemented in practical packet-switched networks.
As for the solution approach, the authors start off by
solving a linear relaxation of the MINLP formulation.
Namely, the binary variables which bind each user to
transmit over a given sub-band are relaxed to linear values.
The resulting formulation is linear (Linear programming,
LP), thus it can be easily and effectively solved in polynomial time. The result obtained solving the LP relaxed version of the original problem provides a lower bound on
the overall bandwidth usage throughout the network.
To complete the characterization of the MINLP solution,
the authors further propose a centralized heuristic based
on the concept of ‘‘sequential ﬁxing”. In a nutshell, the
algorithm works iteratively and features two operation
phases:

4. Routing schemes based on local spectrum knowledge
This section overviews those routing solutions where
the retrieval of information on spectrum occupancy is performed in a distributed way, and, similarly to classical ad
hoc networks, distributed approaches are introduced to
make local radio resource management decisions on partial
information about the network state. In multi-hop CRNs,
such functionality is crucial since the local spectrum conditions acquired via radio sensing can be highly variable in
time and space. The presented solutions are categorized
according to the speciﬁc metric used to assess route quality.
4.1. Interference and power based solutions
Routing solutions of this kind mainly leverage routing
metrics based on consumed power to perform transmis-
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sion and/or the perceived/generated interference along a
multi-hop path through secondary users.
4.1.1. Minimum power routing
As an example, the main objective of the work of Pyo
and Hasegawa [19] is to discover minimum weight paths
in cognitive wireless ad hoc networks. A detailed systemlevel picture is presented where the communication system is partitioned into operating system and communication system. The operating system is responsible for
selecting the wireless communication interface to be used
at a given time. Different interfaces are used to access various Wireless Systems (WS) such as cellular (e.g., CDMA,
TDMA, FDMA) or WLAN (i.e., IEEE 802.11 b/g). Each of
the interfaces is associated with a different communication
range, as well. The use of a Common Control Channel (CCC)
plays a central role in the work. A dedicated interface, referred to as Common Link Control Radio (CLCR) is used
for communication between CR terminals to sustain cognitive radio network related functions. The two main functions using CLCR interface are the neighbor discovery and
path discovery and establishment. To discover a large
neighborhood, CLCR uses a high transmission power to
reach out all the potential neighbors. Nodes share with
each other their connectivity over different radio interfaces
when they exchange messages through the CLCR. The signaling to establish paths between two end points also happens over the CLCR.
The weight of a link is deﬁned as a function of the transmission power of the different WSs an SU may use to communicate with a neighbor node. The paper assumes a free
space propagation model for the transmission power of
WS[i] which increases with the distance as follows:

PTX WS½i ¼ PRXWS½i 



4p d
kWS½i

2
;

ð1Þ

where i = 1, . . . , W is the indices of W WSs available at a
terminal, PTX WS½i is the transmission power of WS[i], P RX WS½i
is the received signal power at a receiver, kWS[i] is the wavelength of WS[i], and d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
A routing weight based on the required power to reach
a speciﬁc destination is associated with different WSs. The
proposed routing protocol locally ﬁnds the path to minimize the routing weight between a source and a destination. The route discovery procedure is very similar to link
state routing algorithms where this newly introduced
weight is used. The model does not take into account the
primary users, their behavior, or the interference caused
by/to other CR nodes. However, such information is implicitly incorporated into routing decisions during neighbor
discovery stage. This work introduces a very nicely outlined system model based on multiple interfaces. The performance of the proposed system is highly dependent on
the neighbor discovery procedure and its refresh rates as
there are no other maintenance or recovery procedures deﬁned in the routing protocol to react to PU activity. Furthermore, the power-level based cost metric is not
sufﬁcient to address challenges of multi-hop cognitive
radio networks.
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4.1.2. Bandwidth footprint minimization
The distributed algorithm presented in [20] addresses
the scheduling, power control, and routing problems
simultaneously. The routing module is based on the notion
of the Bandwidth Footprint Product (BFP). The ‘‘footprint”
refers the interference area of a node for a given transmission power. Since each node in the network uses a number
of bands for transmission and each band has a certain footprint corresponding to its transmission power, the objective is to minimize network-wide BFP, which is the sum
of BFPs for all nodes in the network.
The proposed approach increases session rates with an
iterative procedure. A Conservative Iterative Procedure
(CIP) and an Aggressive Iterative Procedure (AIP) have been
proposed to decide on the route selection, link scheduling,
and the power allocation. CIP increases the rate of a session
with the smallest scaling factor so as not to affect other
sessions. On the other hand, AIP increases the rate of a session by allowing a limited decrease in other sessions’ rates.
Both CIP and AIP are composed of modules to determine
the target decisions.
Authors base their routing module on an Incremental
Link Cost (ILC) for pushing more data rate onto a link deﬁned as the incremental BFP per additional data rate,
which only requires local information and can be computed in a distributed manner. ILC is considered zero if a
frequency band already has excess capacity. Routing module in CIP ﬁnds the session l with the minimum scaling factor K(l), for which the rate can be increased without
affecting other ﬂows. It further distributes the available
capacity to ﬂows starting with the session with the smallest scaling factor. On the other hand, a rate scaling K(l) is
done under AIP at the expense of other sessions, making
sure that the scaling of the affected sessions does not fall
below K(l). Session rate scaling of AIP aims at redistribution
of resources to improve the overall rate. Both procedures
then utilize a so-called Minimalist Scheduling procedure
to assign frequency bands to sessions along the decided
paths. For CIP, this assignment is performed only if nodes
have reached their maximum transmission power limits
on a given band. In such cases, a new frequency band is
allocated to a session, and the information is propagated
to upstream and downstream hops along the path of the
session so that adjustments can be made to resource allocation throughout the path. AIP’s minimalist scheduling
algorithms is similar to that of CIP except for the case
where the capacity is reached for a link. AIP opens a new
channel to use only of the reducing the rate of a session
is not possible. These decisions are then further reﬁned
in the Power Control/Scheduling module in both procedures. The main approach here is ﬁrst to assign available
capacity on a channel. If this fails, then transmission power
is increased to increase the rate of the session. Finally, if
this fails, then alternative channels are considered to migrate the session to achieve the target increase in session
rate. The differences in implementation of power control/
scheduling between the CIP and AIP is the ﬂexibility of
AIP to reduce allocations of existing ﬂows.
The operation of the proposed algorithm is based on the
iterative selection of sessions to scale as shown in Fig. 5.
First, CIP is used to scale the rate of sessions in the net-
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Fig. 5. CIP and AIP session management deﬁned in [20].

work. After each successful iteration, a new session is
selected and processed. When CIP can no longer ﬁnd a session to increase the rate for, AIP takes over and reallocates
assigned resources to improve the overall rate. The authors
show that the results emerging from their iterative procedure are close to an upper bound of the MINLP formulation
of the problem at hand. Since the procedure can be run in a
distributed manner, the proposed algorithm carries desirable properties in implementation. However, as many
other algorithms that focus on periods of constant PU
activity, this algorithm also requires that spectral availability does not change throughout the algorithm operation.
Moreover, the scheduling decisions are based on the
abstraction of the wireless channel as a ﬁxed capacity resource, which is clearly at odds with reality. The prior work
on scheduling and power allocation problem reveals that it
is a non-trivial task to make instantaneous decisions for resource allocation in wireless networks. In this work, however, power allocation and scheduling are presented as
small steps in the entire optimization work. Consequently,
the actual implementation complexity of the proposed
algorithm is expected to be higher. Coupled with the dynamic resource availability in multi-hop CRNs, the proposed algorithm is more suitable for ofﬂine performance
predictions than distributed resource allocation.
4.1.3. Controlled interference routing
Interference constraints are at the basis of the work in
[21] where the authors analyze the tradeoff between single-hop and multi-hop transmission for SUs constrained
by the interference level that PUs can tolerate. Authors analyze the potentialities of a multi-hop relaying by deriving
the geometric conditions under which a SU is admitted into
a spectrum occupied by a PU. On the basis of these geometric results authors propose two routing methods termed
Nearest-Neighbor Routing (NNR) and Farthest-Neighbor

Routing (FNR). In the NNR scheme a transmitter attempts
to ﬁnd the nearest-neighbor inside a sector of a radius Dmax
depending on the considered QoS parameters and the positioning parameters of the SUs and PUs. As opposite to NNR,
the FNR scheme searches for the farthest-neighbor within
the range Dmax. Performance results show that FNR achieves
a better end to end channel utilization and reliability while
NNR has a better energy efﬁciency. Another result of the paper is the computation of the performance gain of a multihop CRN with relaying over a multi-hop CRN without relaying when parameters like the channel utilization, the energy efﬁciency and the delay are considered. Although the
proposed routing schemes are mainly based on a static geometric view of the network, without considering any
dynamics in the spectrum occupation, and the considered
QoS parameters are relevant to the transmission quality
at the physical level (SINR and channel outage probability)
this paper identiﬁes basic principles for selecting a multihop routing in a CRN.
4.2. Delay based solutions
The quality of routing solutions can also be measured in
terms of delays to establish and maintain multi-hop routes
and to send trafﬁc through the very same routes. Besides
‘‘classical” delay components for transmitting information
in wireless networks, novel components related to spectrum mobility (channel switching, link switching) should
be accounted for in multi-hop CRNs. Delay-aware routing
metrics are proposed in [22–25], which consider different
delay components including:
1. the Switching Delay that occurs when a node in a path
switches from one frequency band to another;
2. the Medium Access Delay based on the MAC access
schemes used in a given frequency band;
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Fig. 6. Delay components in a CR node.

3. Queueing Delay based on the output transmission
capacity of a node on a given frequency band.
Fig. 6 shows an example of these three delay components at a CR node. Node 2 relays ﬂow 1 by receiving data
on frequency band A and transmitting data on frequency
band B. It uses the same spectrum band C for ﬂow 2. On
the other hand, node 5 relays all crossing ﬂows on frequency band C. The delay at node 2 is dominated by
switching delay, while the medium access delay is dominant in node 5. In addition to these delays, there exists also
the queuing delay depending on the output capacity available on a given frequency band and on the number of ﬂows
sharing this capacity and on their workload.
4.2.1. Solutions accounting for switching and access delay
The novelty of work in [22,23] is the introduction of a
metric for multi-hop CRN which is aware of both the
switching delay between frequency bands (Dswitching) and
backoff delay (medium access delay) within a given frequency band (Dbackoff). At a relay node i, a metric representing the cumulative delay along a candidate route is
computed as:

Droute;i ¼ DP i þ DN i :

ð2Þ

The ﬁrst term takes into account the switching delay
and backoff delay caused by the path and depends on the
frequency bands assigned to all nodes along the path. As
a consequence, DPi = Dswitching, i + Dbackoff, i. If the path is
composed of H hops, the switching delay along the path is:

Dswitching;i ¼

H
X
j¼i

kjBandj  Bandjþ1 j;

ð3Þ

where k is a constant with the suggested value of
10 ms=10 MHz. We notice that in some practical cases
the switching time may be not a function of how wide
the separation in frequency between two channels is (unless this requires a new transceiver to be activated). In this
case the switching delay becomes a constant. The backoff
delay depends instead on the bandwidth on the current
frequency band, the number of consecutive nodes sharing
the same frequency, and the packet size. The derivation
of the expression Dbackoff, i is reported in [23]. The second
term in the Eq. (2) accounts for the switching and backoff
delays caused by existing ﬂows at the relay node i. For
the Dswitching formulation, the authors assume that the node
scheduler serves the active bands in a round robin manner.
The frequency band from a node’s active bands is denoted
as Bandi. The number of active bands is assumed to be M.
The Dswitching is formulated as:

Dswitching ¼ 2kjBandM  Band1 j;

ð4Þ

and becomes a constant when there is no difference in
switching from closer frequencies with respect to far away
ones. Dbackoff is deﬁned as the time from the moment a
packet is ready to be transmitted to the moment the packet
starts its successful transmission. It is obtained as:

Dbackoff ðNumi Þ ¼

h

1
1

ð1  pc Þ  1  ð1  pc ÞNumi 1

i  W 0;

ð5Þ

where Numi is the number of contending nodes, pc is the
collision probability, and W0 represents them minimum
contention window size of a typical CSMA/CA wireless
access.
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4.2.2. Solutions accounting for queuing delay
The metric in (2) is generalized in [24,25] where Dswitching and Dbackoff are integrated with a queuing delay arising
at an intersecting relay node which serves n incoming
ﬂows. The expression of this queuing delay (named Dqueueing) is computed in [25]. The generalized cost function then
becomes:

C generalized ¼ Droute;i þ Dqueueing :

ð6Þ

From the deﬁnition of this generalized metric, it is clear
that assigning a new active frequency band to a ﬂow results in a larger M and increases the Dswitching of Eq. (4).
On the other hand, letting the ﬂow use existing active frequency band Bandi increases Numi, making larger Dbackoff
and Dqueueing. The effectiveness of this generalized metric
is proven in the performance analysis of the paper in
[25], where it is shown that the queueing delay estimation
is fairly accurate, and the end-to-end delay provided by the
proposed routing protocol outperforms traditional routing
solutions.
Another contribution of the work [25] is the proposal of
a local coordination of neighbor nodes started by an intersecting node. This node decides whether to accommodate
an incoming new ﬂow or to redirect it to its neighbors to
relief locally the workload. This local coordination includes
the operation of exchanging cost evaluation information
with neighborhood and the redirection of the ﬂow to a selected neighbor of the intersecting node. Both routing and
spectrum assignment are based on the adoption of an ondemand protocol that is a variation of the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV).
During the path set-up local state information are piggybacked into the route request packets and delivered to
the destination node. It is important to note that this protocol does not rely on a simple list of intermediate nodes
for routing: The Route Requests (RREQ), which are sent
via broadcasting, contain locally obtained network state
and deliver this detailed information to the destination,
where they are processed to compute paths. The protocol
operation starts with the source node broadcasting a RREQ
message. As it is being forwarded, intermediate nodes add
their own spectrum opportunities – SOPs, a list of currently

available and unavailable channels – to the RREQ messages. Once a RREQ message reaches the destination, it
estimates a set of cumulative delays based on possible local frequency bands it can use, following a queuing-based
delay estimation method and using the metric of Eq. (6).
Once it chooses the best possible frequency band it can
use, it sends a Route Reply (RREP) message on the reverse
path of the RREQ packet. All nodes along the reverse path
process the RREP packet following the procedures of the
destination. The similarities with the AODV protocols end
at this point. The protocol envisions the possibility of
changing the routing decisions as the RREP is forwarded
along the reverse path. The rationale behind this lies in
the fact that nodes carrying more than one ﬂow may have
to switch between two or more frequency bands, which incurs a larger delay. Therefore, when a RREP packet is received by an intersection node, it checks its own
neighbors to see if there is a better alternative to carry
the ﬂow in question. If any of the neighbors of the node
that processes the RREP can provide a better delay, then
the ﬂow is routed over this new node and the previous
hop is also notiﬁed of this change. Such an occurrence
has been shown in Fig. 7. Here, the RREP packet traverses
the same path as the RREQ packet up to node 3. At this
point, node 3 estimates the delay to be large and locates
another one of its neighbors, node 3’, which can carry the
ﬂow. Hence, node 3 notiﬁes its upstream node 4 about this
better alternative, upon which node 4 forwards the RREP
packet over node 3’. The paths traversed by RREQ and RREP
packets are shown in Fig. 7, as well.
4.2.3. Effective transmission time routing
A distributed resource management strategy to support
video streaming in multi-hop cognitive radio networks is
presented in [26]. Given the characteristics of the trafﬁc
ﬂows, the main objective is to minimize the end-to-end
delay experienced by each video ﬂow based on its classes.
The authors argue that a centralized solution would not be
realistic in this case since it would require a network-wide
mechanism to distribute the necessary information to
drive the resource management algorithm. Therefore, a
distributed approach is introduced to make local radio re-

Fig. 7. Example route establishment following [25].
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source management decisions on partial information about
the network state. The proposed distributed solution accounts for:
 The trade-off between accuracy and cost in gathering
information to support radio resource management.
Ideally, the larger the information horizon, the better
is the visibility of the network condition, and consequently, the more accurate is the radio resource management action taken by each node. On the down
side, a large information horizon requires higher signalling trafﬁc. The authors include an accurate model to
capture this trade-off in the distributed radio resource
strategy.
 A learning approach according to which the SU can
dynamically tune their actions on the basis of the observation of their neighbors’ behavior. Active Fictitious
Play (AFP) techniques are used to evaluate the propensity for a given neighbor to take a speciﬁc action (e.g.,
tuning to a speciﬁc channel). Such propensity is then
leveraged when deciding on the action.
Under the proposed routing scheme, SUs interact with
each other to adjust their transmission parameters to minimize the end-to-end delay such that K different delay sensitivity classes can be supported. The work analyzes the
tradeoff between sensing accuracy and signalling overhead. To establish routes, the authors propose a metric
called Effective Transmission Time (ETT) that reﬂects the delay experienced by priority k packets departing from node
n over link e:

ETT nk ðe; f Þ ¼

Lk
;
T n ðe; f Þ  ð1  pn ðe; f ÞÞ

ð7Þ

where f is a frequency band that can be used to establish
link e. Tn(e, f) and pn(e, f) represent the transmission rate
and the packet error rate of node n using frequency band
f over link e, respectively. Tn(e, f) and pn(e, f) are estimated

11

at MAC/PHY layer. Lk is the average packet length in class
k. The value of ETT depends on the action taken by node
n to relay a delay sensitive packet. An action An is deﬁned
as the selection of a link and a frequency band, i.e.,
An = (e, f—e 2 En, f 2 Fn), where En is the set of all links adjacent to n and Fn is the set of all frequency bands that can be
used by n. The idea is to optimize the end-to-end delay by
learning the ‘‘environment” (channel conditions and
source characteristic) and the actions of competing nodes
within x hops of a given node n. For the kth class, the metric J(k, (I)n(x)) denotes the beneﬁt (reward) of local information (I)n(x) gathered from the neighbor nodes at
distance x. J(k, (I)n(x)) is computed as the difference between the optimal expected delay (denoted as Kn(k,)) computed with the information at distance x  1 and the one
computed with the information learned at distance x:

Jðk; ðIÞn ðxÞÞ ¼ K n ðk; x  1Þ  K n ðk; xÞ:

ð8Þ

The value of Kn(k, x) decreases as x increases since by
having more information from a larger neighborhood, it
is possible to better optimize the value of the end-to-end
delay. Consequently, J(k, (I)n(x)) is always nonnegative.
The tradeoff analysis of having increasing values of x results in the deﬁnition of a suitable information horizon
which determines the best value of x to be used for a given
application. The reward of information is zero beyond the
information horizon. Furthermore, the cost for the information exchange in the horizon space is integrated into
the considered metric. With these properties, the deﬁned
metric can capture the physical and MAC layer behaviors
by selecting a suitable action A on the basis of its effects
on Eq. (7). The work also provides a relatively detailed
structure that deﬁnes cross-layer interactions between different modules as shown in Fig. 8.
It is also worth noting that the information horizon concept is also presented a means to capture mobility of
nodes. Mobility of nodes has been overlooked in many
routing and resource management solutions for multi-

Fig. 8. Cross-layering of [26].
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hop CRNs. It is argued that, for higher mobility scenarios,
the information exchange happens more frequently to capture changes from the selected target neighborhood. However, simulation results from the same reference suggest
that the adjustment of the information horizon depends
on more than the mobility, including the properties of
the information stream. Therefore, the effectiveness of
information horizon concept to capture effects of mobility
is inconclusive, subject to further study of the method.
4.3. Throughput-based solutions
Throughput maximization is the main objective of the
routing solutions described in this section.
4.3.1. Path spectrum availability routing
The Spectrum Aware Mesh Routing (SAMER) proposal
[27] is a routing protocol that accounts for long term and
short term spectral availability. SAMER seeks to utilize
available spectrum blocks by routing data trafﬁc over paths
with higher spectrum availability, without ignoring instantaneous spectral conditions. The protocol ﬁrst establishes
candidate paths using periodically collected global states,
and associating paths with Path Spectrum Availability
(PSA) metrics. Then, packets are delivered opportunistically along the path with the highest PSA value and that
is available at that point in time. SAMER seeks to utilize
available spectrum blocks by routing data trafﬁc over paths
with higher spectrum availability. Authors of SAMER deﬁne a metric for estimating Path Spectrum Availability
(PSA). PSA’s goal is to capture:
1. Local spectrum availability: Spectrum availability at a
node i depending on the number of available spectrum
blocks at i, their aggregated bandwidth and the contention from secondary users, and
2. Spectrum blocks quality depending on their bandwidth
and loss rate.
The PSA is expressed as the throughput between a pair
of nodes (i, j) across a spectrum block b as:

Thr ði;jÞ;b ¼ T f ;b  Bw;b  ð1  ploss;b Þ;

4.3.2. Spectrum utility based routing
Achieving high throughput efﬁciency is the main goal of
protocol ROSA [28]. Opportunities to transmit are assigned
based on the concept of spectrum utility and routes are explored based on the presence of spectrum opportunities
with the objective of maximizing the spectrum utility.
The authors introduce a spectrum utility for the generic
link (i, j) deﬁned as the maximum differential backlog between node i and node j; in formulas:


ð10Þ

Spectrum availability for a path P is then deﬁned as the
minimum Smoothed Aggregate Throughput for (i, j) 2 P. In



U ij ¼ cij ðQ si  Q sj Þ;
where cij is the achievable capacity for link (i, j), Qi(s*) is the
current backlog of packets at node i for the session (packet
ﬂow) s* and s* is the session with the highest differential
backlog.
The current value of cij depends on the scheduling policy, the dynamic spectrum allocation policy, and the power
allocation scheme. Indeed,

ð9Þ

where Bw,b is the bandwidth and ploss, b the loss probability
of the spectrum block b. This latter value can be estimated
by measuring the loss rate of broadcast packets between
pairs of neighboring nodes. In Eq. (9), Tf, b is the minimum
between the fractions of time during which the node i (j) is
free to transmit and/or receive packets through a spectrum
block b. The aggregate throughput Thr(i, j) between a pair of
neighboring nodes is then computed on the basis of the
spectrum blocks available at a node i and then smoothed
by multiplying it by a value a (assumed to be 0.4) to capture both the current view and the statistical information
of spectrum availability. The Smoothed Aggregate
Throughput is then updated as:

SThr ði;jÞ :¼ a  SThr ði;jÞ þ ð1  aÞ  Thr ði;jÞ :

calculating the PSA value, the paths are restricted to be H
hops or less. When a node relays a packet, it chooses the
next hop based on PSA and local spectral availability. The
next hop is chosen locally along the path that has the best
PSA value and for which the spectrum is available. Since
the channel can be accessed by many SUs, SUs contend
for a channel over the CCC. All spectral resource reservations are performed over the CCC before an SU transmits
a packet. If SU contention is high, this is reﬂected in the
measurements of bandwidth availability that in turn affect
the PSA values of paths. Consequently, the proposed
scheme accounts for SU as well as PU activity to rank paths.
In the paper, SAMER is found to outperform the popular
hop count and Expected Transmission Time metrics. Furthermore, simulation results suggest that SAMER avoids
highly congested and unavailable links. However, overheads associated with forwarding mesh establishment
and maintenance have not been considered in depth. Furthermore, details of the channel access, deafness due to
the separation of signaling and communication channel,
and contention resolution among SUs have not been
discussed.

cij ðf ; Pi ðf ÞÞ ¼

X
f 2½fi ;fi þDfi



Pi ðf ÞLij ðf ÞG
wlog2 1 þ
;
Nj ðf Þ þ Ij ðf Þ


where G is the processing gain, Lij(f) is the transmission
loss from i to j, Pi(f) represents the transmission power
node i uses over frequency f, Ij(f) is the perceived interference at j, and Nj(f) is the background noise.
The generic node i performs the following actions:
 it periodically searches for the list of potential nexthops for session s {n1, n2, . . . , nN},
 it calculates the capacity (cij, where j 2 {n1, n2, . . . , nN})
over the links towards all the potential neighbors; more
speciﬁcally, given the current spectrum condition, each
SU runs a distributed decision algorithm to decide
which spectrum mini-bands should be used for the
access and which power level to be used throughout
the aforementioned spectrum bands,
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 it chooses the actual next hop, j*, that maximizes the

spectrum utility, that is, ðs; j Þ ¼ argmaxj ðU sij Þ.
The proposed routing protocol is further coupled with a
cooperative sensing technique which leverages both physical sensing information on spectrum occupancy and virtual information contained in signalling packets
exchanged by secondary nodes. The exchange of additional
virtual information is performed through a common control channel and is used by the local spectrum/power allocation algorithm.
4.4. Link quality/stability based solutions
The channel availability in multi-hop CRNs is signiﬁcantly different than in traditional wireless multi-channel
multi-hop networks. Indeed, nodes in multi-hop CRNs
potentially have partially overlapping or non-overlapping
sets of available channels, and the available channel set
at a SU is of time-varying nature and changes in correlated
or uncorrelated manner with respect to sets of other nodes.
Consequently, network layer solutions in multi-hop CRNs
should be able to cope with the necessity of re-routing in
case speciﬁc portions of the currently active path are ‘‘impaired” by the presence of an activating PU. This section
overviews proposed routing solutions which shift the focus
to designing stable and quality multi-hop routes.
4.4.1. Solutions with enhanced path recovery functionalities
Throughput maximization by combining end-to-end
optimization with the ﬂexibility of link based approaches
to address spectrum heterogeneity is proposed in SPEAR
(SPEctrum-Aware routing [29]). The available spectrum is
location dependent and the introduction of primary users
typically creates islands of different spectrum availability.
As an example in [29] it has been show that using random
topologies the probability of ﬁnding a route between two
nodes by forcing nodes of the path through the use of a single channel is signiﬁcantly lower with respect to the probability of ﬁnding a route hopping on different channels. In
this framework the proposal of SPEAR goes in the direction
of:
 integrating spectrum discovery with route discovery to
cope with spectrum heterogeneity;
 having a coordination of the channel assignments of a
per-ﬂow basis, by minimizing inter-ﬂow interference;
 exploiting local spectrum heterogeneity to in order to
have a spectrum diversity and reduce intra-ﬂow
interference.
To achieve these goals SPEAR starts the route set-up by
broadcasting and AODV-style route discovery which accumulates information about each node’s available channels
and their quality. At the end of the different paths towards
the destination each RREQ contains a list with the node
IDs, the nodes’ spectrum availability and the links’ quality.
Furthermore, to account for inter and intra ﬂow interference nodes intersecting different ﬂows store the time
schedules of these ﬂows. These parameters are combined
at the destination to select the optimal route (by using

for instance graph coloring approaches as in [14]). Unlike
traditional on-demand route discovery protocols SPEAR
discovers different paths. Redundant paths are not suppressed but are sent to the destination for the best path
selection. The selected route is then reserved by using
RREP messages. Channel usage is the scheduled at each
node; a node can also locally change part of the channels
assignment, in case of failures or node mobility, by keeping
unchanged the local throughput.
A collaboration between route selection and spectrum
decision is considered also in the paper [30]. Authors propose the Spectrum Tree based On Demand Routing Protocol
(STOD-RA) framework constituted by: (i) a route metric
based on statistical PUs activities and SUs QoS requirements; (ii) a spectrum-tree structure in each sensed available channel; (iii) the Spectrum Tree based On Demand
Routing Algorithm.
As for the routing metric it combines link stability and
spectrum availability. The idea is to predict the availability
time of a spectrum band from the statistical history of PU
activities. The link cost Ci of the link li is calculated as:


Ci ¼

Oca þ Op þ

Pkt
ri




1
1
 ;
1  epti T li

ð11Þ

where:
 Oca and Op are constant for a speciﬁc access technology
and represent the channel and protocol overhead,
respectively;
 Pkt the packet size, which is constant for a speciﬁc
access technology;
 ri is the link rate (in Mbps);
 epti is the packet error rate on the link;
 T li is time duration during which a spectrum band is
available to the link li.
The consequence of the use of T li in the metric allows
the integration of the link stability. The available time of
a spectrum band can be predicted from the statistical history of PU activities. The overall cost C of and end-to-end
route composed of k links is:

C¼

k
X

C i þ M  Dswitching ;

ð12Þ

i¼1

where M is the number of spectrum band switches along
the route and Dswitching is the switching delay between
two different bands (see Eq. (4)).
The spectrum-tree is a lookup structure to keep trace of
nodes operating in different spectrum band. A spectrum
tree exists for a given spectrum band and has only one root
node which keeps the information about the tree topology
(e.g., routes to other non-root nodes). Nodes belonging to
multiple spectrum-trees and having multi-radios are called
‘‘overlapping” nodes and they can work in multiple spectrum-trees simultaneously. A root selection procedure assures that there is only one root in each spectrum tree.
This root is a node which belongs to the largest number
of spectrum trees and within nodes in this set the one
which has a spectrum trees with the longest time duration
during which a spectrum band is available. The time dura-
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tion is a parameter affecting the spectrum tree reconﬁgurability due to PU activity.
The spectrum-tree is then used for both Intra-spectrum
routing and Inter-spectrum one. In the ﬁst case a combination of proactive routing mechanism performed along the
tree with a reactive mechanism is used. In the second case
the overlapping nodes are considered as cluster-head of
two (or multiple spectrum trees) and are in charge of
routing packets that should cross different spectrum
bands.
STOD-RA uses spectrum-trees also for route recovery
purposes. Assuming that the spectral dynamics due to primary user access changes slowly, the system avoids further
coordination by conﬁning data communication and routing
related signaling to the same frequency bands. In case for
instance of a temporarily impossibility to use a spectrum
band there is the possibility that all the nodes in spectrum-tree handoff to an available spectrum band. In this
way a fast and efﬁcient spectrum-adaptive route recovery
method is introduced.
The work presented in [31] presents an algorithm for
handoff scheduling and routing in multi-hop CRNs. One
of the main contributions of this work is the extension of
the spectrum handoff to a multi-link case. Following a classical approach, the problem of minimizing latency for
spectrum handoff across the network is shown to be NPhard and a centralized and a distributed heuristic algorithms have been developed. The centralized algorithm is
based on the computation of the maximum non-conﬂict
link set. With this approach, the algorithm iteratively assigns new channels to links. To address the starvation
problem, an aging based prioritization scheme is utilized.
The distributed algorithm uses a link cost metric that is inversely proportional to the link holding time and link quality. Then, the rerouting algorithm tries to minimize the
total link cost along a path from source to destination.
The distributed algorithm isolates handoff occurrences to
a single link along the rerouted path to ensure connectivity. The simulation results show that the performances of
the distributed and centralized solutions are very close to
each other for the tested scenarios in a grid topology. Both
algorithms also provide improvements over the cases
where the proposed algorithms are not utilized. Unfortunately, it is not clear how close these algorithms approach
the optimal solutions. The implementation details of the
distributed algorithm have not been laid out in detail.
4.4.2. Solutions targeting route stability
The link stability is considered also in the paper of
Abbagnale et al. [32] where this parameter is associated,
in a innovative way, to the overall path connectivity via a
mathematical model based on the Laplacian spectrum of
graphs. Paths are measured in terms of their degree of connectivity that in a multi-hop CRN is highly inﬂuenced by
the PUs behavior. The behavior of a PU is modeled by its
average activity factor. The authors introduce a novel metric to weight routes (paths) which is able to capture path
stability and availability over time. Indeed, the core idea
is to assign weights to routes and paths proportionally to
the algebraic connectivity of the Laplacian matrix of the
connectivity graph abstracting the secondary network.

On the basis of this model authors design a routing
scheme, named Gymkhana, which routes the information
across paths that avoid network zones that do not guarantee stable and high connectivity. Gymkhana uses a distributed protocol to collect some key parameters related to
candidate paths from an origin to a destination. These
parameters are then fed into the basic mathematical structure based on Laplacian matrixes which is used to compute
efﬁcient routing paths. The main contributions of the work
in the framework of the cognitive radio routing are (i) the
provision of a simple but effective re-elaboration of the
algebraic connectivity in a cognitive context; (ii) the formulation of an utility function which accounts for the path
connectivity and the path length that can be effectively
used in a cognitive routing protocol. The analysis of significant case studies shows the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in achieving the routing goals. Moreover, beside
the routing purposes, the provision of a model for measuring the connectivity of a multi-hop CRN can be also used
for network planning an dimensioning.
A route stability oriented routing analysis and a protocol are presented in [33], where a novel deﬁnition of route
stability is introduced based on the concept of route maintenance cost. The maintenance cost represents the effort
needed or penalty paid to maintaining end-to-end connectivity in dynamic multi-hop CRNs. The maintenance of a
route may involve link switching and channel switching
operations as a PUs become active. In the former case,
one or more links along the route must be replaced by
other ones not interfered with by PUs, whereas in the latter
case, the same link can be maintained, but the transmission must be carried over to another spectrum portion. In
either case, signalling is required to coordinate with other
SUs, which translates to a cost in terms of consumed
power, and service interruption time while switching
routes. Fig. 9 shows a case where rerouting is needed due
a PU becoming active. The two-hop portion of the path
(dashed lines) needs to be replaced with the three-hop segment in Fig. 9b. The cost involved in the rerouting phase
contributes to the overall maintenance cost.
The authors start off by obtaining optimal minimum
maintenance cost paths according to the speciﬁed metrics
under ideal spectrum sensing conditions and perfect
knowledge of the PU activity. Different from other existing
proposals, the proposed optimization formulation directly
accounts for the dynamics of the network topology. The
authors introduce the concepts of network epochs, which
are deﬁned as time intervals where the topology of the
SU network is stable. From epoch to epoch, the network
topology might change due to activation (or de-activation)
of licensed primary users. The main focus is on the construction of stable routes, that is, routes between secondary source–destination pairs which can be maintained
with the lowest maintenance cost during their lifetime.
The maintenance cost includes the cost for switching
among different channels on the same wireless link, and
the cost for establishing entirely new portions of a path
to circumvent a zone blocked by an incoming PU.
The authors propose a MILP formulation for the problem of minimizing the route maintenance cost, under
interference, link capacity, and ﬂow balance constraints.
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(b) Epoch 2.

(a) Epoch 1.
Fig. 9. Rerouting due to PU activation.

They design a centralized algorithm running in polynomial
time to optimally compute minimum maintenance cost
routes in multi-hop cognitive networks with perfect information on PU dynamics. Leveraging properties and observations gathered from the optimal routes, assumption on
perfect knowledge of the multi-hop CRN state is dropped,
and a practical routing metric is proposed. This metric captures the ‘‘quality” of a given link l between secondary
users as far as route maintenance is concerned. This metric
depends on two factors: the cost of switching from the current link to another link l, C sw
(switching cost), and the exl
pected cost to repair link l in the future, C Rep
(repair cost).
l
The former represents the ‘‘short-term” investment to
maintain the route, the latter the expected ‘‘long-term”
one. The proposed approach weighs each link by the following metric:

wl ¼

Rep
C sw
l þ aC l
;
E½TTSl 

ð13Þ

where parameter a allows gauging of different cost contributions, and E[TTSl] represents the average time to switch
for the link l. Ideally, the longer the continuous lifetime
of a link is, the lower is the incurred maintenance cost.
Therefore, the denominator is used to give lower weights
to links available for longer time periods. Exact expressions
for the components of the metric in Eq. (13) are given in
the paper under the assumptions that PU activity can be
modeled as a random ergodic ON-OFF process, and the secondary users have knowledge of the ﬁrst order statistics of
the PU activity.
This metric is then used to compute paths at the source
side and allows for local modiﬁcations to the path as the
spectral conditions change. The work presents a unique
perspective on path stability in multi-hop CRNs. The insights gained from the analysis are also incorporated into
a routing metric to be used by source routing algorithms.
However, the proposed practical algorithm does not
provide detailed discussion on the dissemination of PU statistics across the multi-hop CRN. Furthermore, as the
recovery and update procedures require at times lengthy
signaling operations, although costs associated with such
switching cases are explicitly considered, the proposed
protocol are not well suited for highly dynamic PU activity
scenarios. Finally, the analysis and the protocol does not

account for the ‘‘link capacity” explicitly. We note that
the notion of the link capacity is not clearly deﬁned for
wireless networks due to scheduling and interference constraints, and therefore cannot be directly incorporated into
a MILP formulation.

4.4.3. Routing with mobile SUs
Depending on the speciﬁc cognitive scenario, secondary
users accessing opportunistically the spectrum may be
mobile. Think of handheld devices carried by humans
which may want to establish opportunistic link among
themselves to support ﬁle sharing applications. Thus, a
multi-hop CRN needs to be established among mobile
users.
SEARCH [34] is a routing protocol that is designed for
mobile multi-hop CRNs based on the geographic forwarding principles. The proposed protocol makes routing and
channel selection decisions while avoiding regions of PU
activity. It also considers a host of nodal mobility cases
using predictive Kalman ﬁltering. The main idea behind
SEARCH is to discover several paths from source to destination, which are then combined at the destination to form
low hop count paths.
The protocol’s route setup phase is similar to many ad
hoc routing algorithms: The source initiates path search
with RREQ packets on every channel that is available at
the source. While they are being forwarded towards the
destination, the RREQ packets are transmitted only on
the original spectrum they were originally transmitted in.
The forwarding procedure follows a greedy routing mechanism within a focus region. The focus region is a sector of
a circle centered around the line that connects a current
node with the destination and of angular range of 2hmax.
Intermediate nodes forwarding a RREQ packet search for
a next hop within their focus regions according to greedy
geographic forwarding principles. If a node cannot forward
a RREQ packet to another node in its focus region on a particular spectrum band, such nodes mark themselves as
decision points (DP) and enter PU avoidance phase. The
rationale behind this classiﬁcation is that DPs emerge
when an active region lies along the path towards the destination on a given spectrum band.
In the PU avoidance phase, the RREQ packet is routed
over nodes lying outside focus regions. Nodes are assumed
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to know the spectral availability of their neighbors through
periodic message exchanges. If a forwarder node ﬁnds that
none of its neighbors within a focus region is available in a
spectrum band, it marks the packet to be in the PU avoidance phase so that a suitable neighbor outside the focus region forwards it. The packet is forwarded in the PU
avoidance phase until it reaches a point where the forwarder node can relay the RREQ packet over a neighbor
within its focus region. Once the RREQ packets forwarded
in different channels reach the destination, the destination
node makes a path and channel selection decision to form
the end-to-end path. The selection of the end-to-end path
is based on the shortest path among all candidate paths
discovered over different channels. The candidate path is
taken until the ﬁrst DP is encountered. At this point, all
other paths are considered to see if a lower latency path
can be reached from this current DP, after accounting for
the channel switching delay. If so, the path is augmented
with portions of a lower latency path at the DP, where
the packets would now be forwarded on a different channel. A similar decision is made whenever a DP is reached
while forming the end-to-end path. Once the path is
formed, a single RREP is sent back on the reverse route to
the source, marking the forwarding path as well as channel
switching decisions.
The protocol also envisions local optimization of the
path once an initial path is setup with RREP. The SEARCH
protocol also accounts for the changing spectral availability and the mobility of the SUs. In case the operational path
is affected by a new PU activity, the last forwarded before
the affected region becomes a DP, and initiates a new partial route search with RREQ packets. If the resulting path is
within a threshold of the old path’s latency, then the path
is updated with this new patch. Otherwise, a notiﬁcation
sent to the source triggers a new path search. On the other
hand, SU mobility is handled by associating forwarders
with their locations rather than their IDs. In such a case,
if a node moves from its original location more than a predetermined amount, its upstream neighbor replaces it with
a new forwarder node within the old scope. If no such new
forwarder node is found, then the path is extended towards either the source or destination, whichever is closer.
Furthermore, the stability of the path is observed at
each hop throughout the session with Kalman ﬁltering
and new links are established/maintained with these
predictions.
The SEARCH protocol combines several routing techniques effectively to establish and maintain routes in multi-hop CRNs. It explicitly accounts for nodal and spectral
dynamics when maintaining paths. The protocol relies on
the latency predictions at intermediate nodes to form
paths. As in other wireless networks, such predictions are
generally very inaccurate and should be used sparingly.
Considering the spectral dynamics, latency predictions
are bound to be very inaccurate. Furthermore, the protocol
requires a detailed set of information about one hop neighbors to be maintained in every node, which incurs a considerable overhead, as well. Nevertheless, this protocol is
one of the few examples that accounts for network dynamics of CRNs at such detail and should be considered as a
good starting point for further research.

4.5. Probabilistic approaches
In case the exact status of spectrum occupancy is not
available or cannot be dynamically reconstructed through
distributed schemes, routing solutions may need to be
more ‘‘myopic” with respect to the spectrum awareness,
and routing decisions (and metrics) should be based on
probabilistic ﬁgure of merit.
In [35] it is deﬁned a routing approach based on a probabilistic estimation of the available capacity of every CR
link. A probability-based routing metric is introduced;
the metric deﬁnition relies on the probability distribution
of the PU-to-SU interference at a given SU over a given
channel. This distribution accounts for the activity of PUs
and their random deployment. This routing metric is used
to determine the most probable path to satisfy a given
bandwidth demand D in a scenario with N nodes that operate on a maximum of M orthogonal frequency bands of
respective bandwidths W1, . . . , WM (in Hz). Authors derive
the probability that channel i can support the demand D
(expressed in bit/s) as:

"

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

Pr½CðiÞ P D ¼ Pr PI;j 6

Pr;j

2D=W i  1

#
 N0 ;

ð14Þ

ðiÞ

where P I;j is the total PU-to-SU interference at SU j over
channel i, with i = 1, . . . , M and j = 1, . . . , N. Authors assume
ðiÞ
that P I;j follows a lognormal distribution. The probability in
(14) can be obtained for every channel of every link by calculating the cumulative distribution function of the lognormal distribution of the PU-to-SU interference. Based
on this probability, the routing metric is given a weight
of the link between nodes k and j on channel i:

h
i
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
lk;j ¼  log Pr C k;j P D þ U ðiÞ ;

ð15Þ

where U(i) is the system memory that accounts for the cognitive interference in the vicinity of nodes k and j (and is
ðiÞ
detailed in the paper [35]), while C k;j is the maximum
channel capacity given by Shannon’s Theorem.
A source-based routing protocol is proposed for the
path selection. Link state advertisements are exchanged
on a common control channel to acquire the parameters
for computing Eqs. (14) and (15). With this phase the
source is able to compute the most probable path to the
destination. A subsequence phase is dedicated to compute
the available capacity over every link in the selected path
and augmenting this capacity till the total capacity available on the path is grater than the demand D. During this
path augmentation the already accepted ﬂows crossing
the link (i, j) are taken into account by using the variable
ðiÞ
U kj . Including this variable in the probability computation
naturally pushes the algorithm to use different frequencies
on consecutive nodes thus reducing the interference.
Through simulations and numerical results, the efﬁciency
of the proposed routing metrics and the algorithm is validated by showing that the most probable path to the destination is selected in all cases [35]. This path yields the
best performance in terms of throughput.
However, the fully opportunistic approach makes sense
if PUs are highly active, then the availability of SOPs to sus-
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tain a full communication session in a single SOP becomes
impossible as highlighted in [11]. A possible solution for
SUs is to transmit over any available spectrum band during
the short SOPs in a fully opportunistic way. In this case
every packet of a given ﬂow can be sent on a different
channel by exploiting the intrinsic intermittent CRN
channels availability. Authors of [11] observe that few
researchers have looked at multi-hop CRNs under these
assumptions and discuss pros and cons of possible protocols in this direction. The selection of a channel to be
opportunistically used can be made by tracing back the
history of the channel itself, as sensed by a given node. It
is to be noticed that, oppositely with respect to probabilistic approaches as in [35], here a node ﬁrst looks at the
available channels and then selects on the basis of an history. On the contrary probabilistic approaches select a path
composed by a set of channels on the basis of the history.
5. Discussion and open research issues
A summary of the protocol solutions for routing in multi-hop CRNs is reported in Table 1. As presented in this table there exist two main categories for routing solutions:
(i) proposals focused on static network topologies, with
fully available topological information on neighboring
SUs and spectrum occupancy (indicated in the table as approaches with a full spectrum knowledge); (ii) proposals
based on local radio resource management decisions on
partial information about the network state (approaches
based on local spectrum knowledge). In the ﬁrst case, the
problem of designing/modeling CRNs scales down to the
classical problem of designing static (wireless) networks,
where tools of graph theory and mathematical programming can be leveraged extensively. Even if the implementation of these approaches may result complex and may be
scarcely scalable, their importance can be seen in the
application to all that scenarios where the SUs have access
to data bases storing the spectrum maps, as recently envisaged by the FCC ([10]).
On the other hand there exist several approaches based
on local information on spectrum occupancy gathered by
each SU through local and distributed sensing mechanisms. In some cases the protocols are able to set up the
whole path while in other cases the proposed approaches

are based on the selection hop by hop of the next forwarding node. However, a distinguishing characteristic of all
routing approaches is that they combine to the routing
the selection of the spectrum on each link of the path. This
can be done by using different metrics for capturing the
characteristics of the available spectrum holes. The most
appropriate spectrum bands can be then selected according to both radio environment (interference, power) as
well as QoS parameters like throughput, delay, etc.
Also the behaviors of the PUs is a key parameter to be
considered for routing data in a multi-hop CRNs. In fact,
routes must explicitly provide a measure of protection to
the ongoing communication of the PUs while at the SUs
side must guarantee stability when the PU behavior varies.
This is taken into account in a set of routing solutions
where the PUs’ statistical behavior and the consequent
spectrum ﬂuctuations are considered via suitable models
in the routing metrics. Besides this, also the ability to
reconﬁgure the routing paths when a PU becomes active
can be a distinguish feature of the routing. As reported in
Table 1 only few solutions have this ability. Finally, very
few solutions have considered till now the SUs mobility.
We strongly believe that research in the ﬁeld of modeling/designing CRNs routing still needs major contributions
explicitly endorsing network dynamics and variability,
which are distinctive features of the multi-hop CRNs. To
this extent, open research issues in the ﬁeld of models
and algorithms for route designs in multi-hop CRNs include the following issues:
5.1. True Cross-Layering
Successful operation of a routing solution in CRN highly
depends on the exchange of information among multiple
layers. A very prominent example of such information exchange is the spectrum sensing information that requires
cooperation of PHY and MAC layers to obtain and consumed by routing decisions. As such, almost all routing
protocols can be classiﬁed as cross-layer solutions. However, the ﬂow of information is mainly uni-directional,
i.e., information produced by lower layers is consumed
by higher layers and no direct feedback is provided back
to the lower layers. The effect of routing protocols’ actions
are only fed back to lower layers through the channel and

Table 1
Summary of protocol solutions for routing in multi-hop cognitive radio networks.
Protocols
Full spectrum
knowledge
Local spectrum
knowledge

Graph based
MINLP-MILP formulation
Interference and Power Based
Delay Based
Throughput Based
Link Quality/Stability Based

Probabilistic approaches

[12–15]
[16–18]
[19,20]
[21]
[22–25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29–31,33]
[32]
[34]
[35,11]

Whole path
selection
p
p
p
–
p
–
p
–
p
p
p
p

Next hop
selection

Spectrum dynamics
awareness

Reconﬁg. to varying
spectrum

Mobility
support

–
–
–
p

–
–
–
–
–
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
p

–
–
–
–
–
p

–
p
–
p
–
–
p

–
p

–
–
–
–
p

–

–
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resource availability realizations. This is not only a simplistic view of cross-layer interactions, but also a highly vulnerable one, since the two legs of the information ﬂow,
i.e., from lower to higher layers and vice versa, occur over
signiﬁcantly different time scales (milliseconds vs. tens of
seconds). In the particular example of channel sensing, a
true exchange of information between routing and PHY/
MAC layers would not only minimize the waste of precious
wireless transmission opportunities, but also reduce the
scale gap between feedback between layers, thus ensuring
higher stability of solutions. We refer to direct interactions
between various layers without depending on indirect
feedback through channel realizations as ‘‘true crosslayering”.
In addition to the above-discussed issue of sensing,
other components of communication protocols for multihop CRNs would also beneﬁt from true cross-layer interactions. Management of SU mobility, spectrum handoff decisions, candidate end-to-end path selection, channel
allocation decisions, and incremental allocation/deallocation of resources along paths constitute a partial list of
all functions that stand to beneﬁt from true cross-layering.
For these and other potential functions, we believe appropriately detailed analytical models are of utmost importance, which constitutes next our major open research
issue. With these analytical models, it is possible to estimate the effects of cross-layer interactions and take appropriate steps in exchanging information and controlling the
protocol behavior. This is also an important step to propel
protocol design from ad hoc to analytically grounded and
provable approaches.
5.2. Analytical Models for CRN Environment and Functions
Resource availability in (multi-hop) CRNs is shaped by
the behavior of PUs as well as the actions taken by SUs.
Existing analytical models aim at (and achieve in a limited
sense) describing the behavior of PUs in isolation from SU
activity. Existing PU activity models assume simple structures (such as ON/OFF models) necessary to be of theoretical signiﬁcance to aid in design and evaluation of CRN
protocols. Unfortunately, such models’ accuracy fall sharply
in multi-hop CRNs due to a multitude of reasons. One of the
main reasons for accuracy drop is the violation of a simplifying assumption in what can be sensed and what is of
importance: SUs are supposed to avoid harmful interference at the PU receivers. In a single-hop CRN, it may be reasonable to assume that sensed PU activity is directly
correlated to potential interference with PU receivers if
SU were to become active. However, this simplifying
assumption is clearly incorrect in the case of multi-hop
CRNs: Since SUs can be arbitrarily far from PU receivers
and since transmission powers are not symmetrical across
PUs and SUs, such a direct correlation cannot be assumed.
In fact, detailed models that relate sensed PU activity to
the potential for interference are much sought-after. Moreover, correlation between sensed PU activity among several
SUs can be leveraged to estimate the location of (or channel
gain between SUs and) PUs, or to combine the channel sensing effort in the SU network. All these potential beneﬁts are
conditioned on models describing the resource availability

of multi-hop CRNs, which is not available to date at desired
levels of accuracy and therefore still an open research problem. Such comprehensive analytical tools can be integrated
into the route design phase. Prediction of future conditions
(interference, link quality) would deﬁnitely favor the
implementation of effective ‘‘super-cognitive” solutions
that go beyond sensing and reporting current resource
availability. To this end, tools from the theory on machine
learning and regression could deﬁnitely boost the quality
of cognitive protocols including routing.
Analytical models for protocol behavior is also an
important issue that has been largely overlooked in the
current multi-hop CRN literature. While some existing
solutions provide provable performance bounds and convergence properties, these are primarily limited to centralized solutions and a few distributed ones such as [26]. On
the other hand, changes in resource availability may result
in ripple effects throughout the network in resource reallocation. Knowing convergence characteristics of distributed
algorithms and designing algorithms to withstand instability that may be caused frequent resource availability ﬂuctuations are only possible through accurate modeling of
protocol behaviors2. Moreover, realistic interactions between PU and SU protocols needs to be developed, as well.
While the commonly accepted CRN principles lead us to believe that PUs will operate as if SUs do not exist (and therefore, SUs can detect PU presence and vacate the channels),
such ideal PU behavior cannot be expected in all PU networks. As an example, under the assumption of unchanged
PU protocol stack, PU networks that employ CSMA-based
channel access are bound to treat SU presence as any other
PU presence and back off. A joint model of PU and SU protocol behavior still remains a very important open research
problem. A generalization of this consideration leads us to
our next major open research problem, namely, interaction
of PU and SU Systems.

5.3. Interactions of PU–SU and SU–SU Systems
Our preceding discussion eludes to complex direct and
indirect interactions between SU and PU systems, which
are very poorly understood. Nevertheless, in a real implementation, it is clear that PU systems will be negatively affected from the presence of SUs, despite every effort to
minimize interference with the PU system. Theoretically
and from a purely policy perspective, there is no reason
why a PU system should allow an SU system operate in
its interference region: By simply injecting dummy
transmissions instead of staying idle, a PU system would
ensure that no SU would gain an opportunity to transmit,
and consequently, potentially interfere with any real PU
transmission.
2
Lessons learned from the vast wireless networking literature point at a
striking disparity between outcomes of ‘‘design ﬁrst, model later” and
‘‘model ﬁrst, design later” approaches. The former would be the case of IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol, which was designed ﬁrst with an ad hoc approach,
but for which a very accurate model (esp. for delay) is still elusive. On the
other hand, various scheduling/congestion control algorithms and related
protocols have been designed using the latter approach, which achieve
analytically provable performance levels automatically.
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Such issues are more pronounced in multi-hop CRNs
due to their potential size and need to relay the same
message over multiple hops through an PU activity area.
Methods like voluntary spectrum handoff [36] can be
incorporated in to routing decisions to further minimize
potential negative effects of SUs on PU systems. However,
proper analytical models are not mature enough to minimize such effects arbitrarily. Another approach would be
to alleviate some of the barriers between PU and SU systems and ensure that PUs stand to gain in performance
with the presence of SUs. Dynamic spectrum leasing is a
potentially promising direction that allows SUs to transmit
their data in return for cooperation with PUs in relaying
their data [37,38]. Dynamic spectrum leasing and other approaches that ensures performance improvement for PUs
need further investigation for adaptation to multi-hop
CRNs and to the routing problem.
Another aspect of the interactions deals with different
constituents of the SU system. When SUs do not necessarily cooperate with each other, the potential negative impact on the PU system increases and the potential gain
for the SU systems decreases. Game Theory has been proved
to be a very versatile tool in similar wireless environments
where participants only look out for their own interest.
Game theory has already been proposed as a powerful
methodology to assess the quality of spectrum access
and sharing in CRNs. However, its application to multihop CRN routing problems is still in its infancy. We believe
that game theoretic tools could be extremely helpful also
in the design of routing strategies for CRNs. Different from
the spectrum access/sharing situations where users compete for SOPs on a single-hop basis, the problem of routing
features a multi-hop competition among contending users
(ﬂows). Moreover, the very same interaction patterns
among cognitive devices forming a network may be of different nature under different scenarios. As an example, SUs
may be cooperative or competitive to set up the network
and cognitive capabilities of the CR nodes may be different
from each other. Also on the PU side, different behaviors as
well as different beneﬁts in hosting SUs on licensed portion
of the spectrum may exist. Due to these reasons, game theoretical solutions bear signiﬁcant potential to solve several
issues related to routing in multi-hop CRNs.
5.4. Prototypes and Testbed Implementations
Finally, still much work needs to be carried out in the
ﬁeld of experimentation. Indeed, the integration of prototypes and the testbed implementations with cognitive devices is deemed essential to validate ﬁndings and reﬁne
models, algorithms, and systems. As demonstrated by the
studies carried out in the past for other wireless technologies, we strongly believe that a serious investigation of all
technical issues related to CRNs requires validation in real
testbeds in addition to simulation and analytical models.
To this end, we observe that research initiative have been
recently launched to gather detailed measurements on
the spectrum usage [39–41]. These measurements are provided to the international cognitive radio and dynamic
spectrum access research community and can be used to
validate and analyze the performance of the proposed
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routing solutions. Furthermore, recent papers have demonstrated the cognitive radio over FM bands via the Universal
Software Radio Peripheral ([42]) and the feasibility of supporting Wiﬁ connections in TV white spaces [43]. The integration of the cognitive radio routing on these platforms is
a next objective.
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